Name of Journals

American Philosophical (association proceedings)

American Philosophical Quarterly

Analysis

Asian Philosophy

Australian Journal of Philosophy

Biblio

Bibliography of Philosophy

Brahmavidya

British Journal for the History of Philosophy

British Journal of Aesthetics

British Journals for the Philosophy of Science

Canadian Journal of Philosophy
Canadian philosophical Review

Chinese Studies in Philosophy

Cogito

Constellation

Critical Inquiry

Daedalus

Darshan International

Dialogue: Canadian Philosophical Review

Environmental Ethics

Erkenntnis

Ethics

Gandhi Marg

Gandhian Perspectives
Genosis

Graduate faculty Philosophy

Guide to Indian Periodical Literature

History and Philosophy of Logic

History and Theory

Human Studies

Husseral Studies

Hypatia

Indian Riview of books

Inquiry

International Journal for Philosophy of Religion

International Journal of Applied Philosophy

International Journal of Philosophical Studies
Journal of Philosophical Logic

Journal of Philosophy of Education

Journal of Social Philosophy

Journal of Symbolic Logic

Journal of the History of Ideas

Journal of the History of Philosophy

Journal of Value Inquiry

Kalyan

Kant Studian

Law and Philosophy

Linguistic and Philosophy

Man & World (Continental philosophy review)

Metaphilosophy
Mind

Monist

Monthly Review

Natural language and linguistic theory

Notre dame Journal of formal logic

Nous

Paramarsha

Phenomenological Inquiry

Philosophers Index

Philosophia

Philosophical Books

Philosophical Forum

Philosophical Investigations
Philosophical Quarterly

Philosophical Review

Philosophical Studies

Philosophical Topics

Philosophy

Philosophy & Phenomenological Research

Philosophy East & West

Philosophy of Literature

Philosophy of Public Affairs

Philosophy of Science

Philosophy of Social Science

Philosophy Today

Phronesis
Proceedings of Aristotelian Society

Proceedings of Aristotelian Society

Ratio

Review of Metaphysics

Russian Studies in Philosophy

Social Theory and Practice

Southern Journals of Philosophy

Studies in East European Thought

Studies in History and Philosophy of Science

Studio Logica

Synthese

Telos

Theory and Decision